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Background:

Stereotac c abla ve body radiotherapy (SABR) is a novel
technique that delivers high radiotherapy doses and is
used to treat pelvic oligometasta c nodal disease. Pelvic
radiotherapy can damage bowel. As a mobile structure,
bowel posi on can change. It is unknown to what extent
bowel mobility changes the dose it receives in SABR
treatment. This study aimed to inves gate the impact
of bowel mobility on the dose it receives between and
during (SABR) treatments.

Methods:

Planning CT plus pre and post-treatment Cone Beam CT
(CBCT), for each frac on of treatment, were acquired
for 5 pa ents. Bowel within a 3cm margin around the
planning target volume (PTV) was contoured on all CBCTs
and contours were superimposed onto the planning CT,
to allow volumetric and dosimetric assessment. The
volume of bowel within the 3cm margin, nearest edge
of bowel to the PTV, mean dose and the maximum dose
to 0.5cm2 were recorded. Measures for pre and post-

treatment CBCTs were compared to determine mo on
during one treatment (intra-frac on). Measures for pre-
treatment CBCTs and planning CT were compared to
determine mo on between treatments (inter-frac on).
Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were used for comparisons.

Results:

No significant differences in inter- or intra- frac on
mo on were noted for the whole popula on. However,
for individual pa ents, bowel posi ons showed
considerable varia on and clinically relevant dosimetric
changes were noted between and during treatment.

Conclusions:

Individual CBCT images should be reviewed for individual
pa ents receiving pelvic SABR as in some cases the bowel
may receive higher doses than intended.
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